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Six critically acclaimed, bestselling, and award-winning authors bring the glowing warmth and
electricity of Black teens in love to this charming, hilarious, and heartwarming novel that shines
a bright light through the dark.A summer heatwave blankets New York City in darkness. But as
the city is thrown into confusion, a different kind of electricity sparks…A first meeting. Long-
time friends. Bitter exes. And maybe the beginning of something new.When the lights go out,
people reveal hidden truths. Love blossoms, friendship transforms, and new possibilities take
flight.Beloved authors—Dhonielle Clayton, Tiffany D. Jackson, Nic Stone, Angie Thomas,
Ashley Woodfolk, and Nicola Yoon—celebrate the beauty of six couples and the unforgettable
magic that can be found on a sweltering starry night in the city.
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PublisherThe Long WalkAct 1Tiffany D. JacksonHarlem, 5:12 p.m.IT’S A HEATSTROKE kind of
day. One where bad stuff happens. Tensions matching the temperature make people do stupid
things in a city full of millions. On days like this, you wouldn’t catch me dead outside. I’d be
huddled in my room, next to the air conditioner, streaming movies, with an iced tea and a
turkey on wheat. So when the train doors open on the hot-ass platform, blowing sticky air in my
face, I have second thoughts about the new job.Out of the station, I’m surprised to see so
many people on the street, the Apollo Theater’s sign gleaming in the brutal sun. If this was my
film set, we’d be wrapped, or I’d switch to night shoots. Concrete melts the bottom of my
sneakers as I run down 125th Street, train delays setting me back a whole ten minutes. The
MTA doesn’t give a damn about being on time, even during a heat wave. Now I’m going to be
late. Well, I’ll be on time but that’s the same as being late! Dad always says, If you’re early,
you’re on time; if you’re on time, you’re late. That’s why I never chilled in the halls between
classes, was always first in my seat minutes before the second bell would ring. Think that’s why
all the teachers liked me. It showed I respected them. Even Mr. Bishop, and no one hated gym
more than me.My dress is soaked by the time I take the elevator up to the fourth floor. I don’t
think I’ve ever sweat this much in my entire life. But they said I needed to drop off my
paperwork before Monday’s training.Yes, HR orientation training. For a legit job. Your girl is the
new office assistant at the Apollo corporate headquarters. My advisor hipped me to the
opening. Working for the most famous Black theater in New York, known for the start of such
music superstars like Michael Jackson, Mariah Carey, and Stevie Wonder, will have me kiki-ing
with elite celebrities. Good practice for when I become a big-time director.The pay: $3,500 for
six weeks.Sure, it’s all the way in Harlem, no less than an hour and change by train from
Brooklyn. But it puts plenty of distance between Bed-Stuy and me all summer long.I don’t want
to be around there anymore. Not since . . . it happened. Not since “we” became a him and her,
then a me.The acceptance email said to arrive at five fifteen, and since this was going to be
the first time my coworkers would see me, I put on my new yellow-and-blue baby doll dress,
bought thanks to some graduation funds. You know what? I’m going to buy a whole new
wardrobe before school, all to match my new life as I leave my old one behind. Might even start
introducing myself as Tam instead of Tammi. Who would know the truth? It’s not like anyone’s
coming down to Clark Atlanta with me. I’ll be there . . . alone.It wasn’t supposed to be like this, I
think as I approach the reception desk. “We” had different plans. Promises made. But there’s no
longer a we, and it’s time I learn how to live my life without him.“Hey, hon.” The elderly Black
woman beams, sweat dripping off her brows. “Can I help you?”I pull back my shoulders and
shake the thoughts away. “Hi, my name is Tam Wright. I’m the new intern, here to drop off my
paperwork.”“All right, then. Let me see if Maureen is here to sign off. Whew, hot enough for
you?”The windowless office area is steamy. I peep men and women at their desks in damp
clothes. “Um, yeah.”She turns to grab a folder off the desk. “Well, heard it hit 101 around noon
and hasn’t come down since.”I wrap my braids up in a high bun, fanning my face.“Is it always
this hot in here?” I’m trying not to panic but I’m already thinking about the few dresses and
shirts I own that’ll keep me cool in here all summer. I need to look perfect. Everything needs to



be perfect.She throws me a sympathetic smile. “Sorry, love, system has been acting up all day.
I think a—”“Whewwww! Shit. Sorry I’m late!” The voice behind me makes me jolt and stiffen,
my skin going cold, even inside this oven. I close my eyes and start to pray.Please don’t let it
be him. Please, God. Please. Anyone but him.“Hey, hon. Can I help you?” the woman asks.His
hard steps sound like the killer approaching. He always wore sneakers that were either too big
for him or that he refused to lace, soles slapping the floor, giving a high-five with each
stride.“Hey! How you doing, I’m Kareem . . .” His voice trails off until he yells, “Tammi?”Damn.I
finally open my eyes and pivot to face him. That brown skin. Those beautiful eyes. It’s not like I
haven’t seen him. We’re neighbors and went to the same school, Stacey Abrams Preparatory,
on the Upper West Side. But this is the closest I’ve stood near him in the last four months—
close enough to smell, and I wish he didn’t smell so damn good.“What are you doing here?” I
ask. It comes out real aggressive but with good reason.He rolls his eyes, turning to the
receptionist as if I were a ghost. “Sorry about that. I’m here to drop off some paperwork for
orientation.”Orientation? No, no, no . . . we can’t work at the same place. No way!“Wait, you’re
both here to drop off paperwork?” she asks.“No,” we say in unison and glare at each other.“I
mean, yes,” we say in unison, again.Mortified, I take a step to widen the space between us and
clear my throat.“What I mean to say is, I’m here with my paperwork. I don’t know what he’s
doing here.”He grins. “Guess I’m here for the same reason.”Her eyes toggle between us, and
she quickly opens the folder in her hand, scanning papers. She returns to her computer
screen, reading something hard while I steal a quick glimpse of him. He’s wearing his favorite
jeans (even in this heat), a black polo shirt, and a fresh pair of Jordans. Probably ones she
made him get. Kinda miss his beat-up red Converse and collection of superhero T-shirts.Stop
it, Tammi! You don’t miss anything about this dummy.“Uhhh, just a second,” the receptionist
says, her voice shaky. “You two can have a seat. I’ll be right back with Maureen.”Kareem and I
exchange a suspicious glare as we slowly head over to the waiting area. Hopefully Maureen
won’t take too long to come get me . . . and leave his ass here.I sit on one side of the entrance
door while Kareem sits on the opposite, fidgeting.Just keep it cute, Tammi.I do a quick selfie-
check, making sure all that heat I trekked through hasn’t melted my edge control. I don’t want
him, but I don’t want him seeing me looking a mess either.“Whoa,” Kareem mumbles to himself,
staring up at something, and I follow his eyes.“Whoa,” I gasp. The walls of the waiting area are
a mural of old Apollo concert posters. James Brown, Ray Charles, Ella Fitzgerald, Billie Holiday
—people my grandparents grew up listening to. I didn’t notice any of this before and it hits me—
I’m within the very same halls these legends walked through. The warmth of that thought
makes me almost forget about the jerk on the other side of the room. Is this what it’s going to
feel like when I’m in TV studios and on film lots?Kareem is still fidgeting, digging through every
pocket he has. Does that when he’s flustered or running late, which is almost always. He
wouldn’t have made it to school at all if I hadn’t set several alarms on his phone for him.
Wonder if he still has them.Kareem slaps his forehead, cursing under his breath. He must have
forgotten something—Stop it! Stop thinking about him. He’s not thinking about you.What is he
even doing here? Mr. Taylor, our guidance counselor, told me about this position but said there
would be only one opening, for one student interested in studying media and entertainment.
Kareem said he wanted to major in boring business accounting so he could learn how to
“count all his stacks.” Oh, that’s it! The money; he wants that $3,500.Well, too bad for him, I’m
the real deal here. I even sent my film reel with the application (all shot and edited on my
phone). This job is mine! Plus . . . I need this. It’s one more step on the road to a star on the
Hollywood Walk of Fame. Mom and Daddy still aren’t totally on board with my plan. Only
Kareem was. And now . . . he probably couldn’t care less. So I won’t let him take this away from



me. He might as well dip and catch that A train back to Brooklyn.I whip out my phone, trying to
find something to focus on so I don’t keep stealing glances at him. He hasn’t changed much.
Still tall as hell, all legs and gangly arms with those beautiful eyes and thick lips. He looks a
little browner. Maybe he’s been to the beach . . . with her. The thought makes me ill. I can
imagine them trekking out to Far Rockaway, her in a skimpy bikini, him bare-chested—“Hey,
you got a charger?”It takes a moment for it to register that he’s talking to me.“What?” I cough
out.“A charger,” he says all slow like I can’t speak English. “I forgot to charge up and I’m on,
like, five percent.”I blink in sheer disbelief. “Is . . . is that all you got to say to me?”He frowns.
“What you mean?”As usual, he’s freaking clueless.“You haven’t said more than two words to
me in months and the first ones out your mouth is you asking for something.”At first, he’s just
stunned. But then his eyes narrow, and he’s leaning back in his chair, sucking his teeth.“Never
mind,” he snaps, crossing his arms. “Don’t even know why I bothered. You only care about
yourself.”“What’s that supposed to mean?”“Nothing,” he grumbles.I glance up at the
receptionist, now back at her desk, and she averts her eyes, pretending not to be listening. His
phone wouldn’t be dying all the time if he wasn’t using it like a DJ speaker. Even if I did have a
charger, I wouldn’t give it to him. Not if he was the last boy on earth. I’ll stay petty AF forever.He
sucks his teeth again, slouching further in his seat. “Man, you acting like I’m asking for a
twenty. Cheap-ass.”“Yo, you done? Or are you gonna mumble some more shit under your stank
breath?”Kareem’s eyes narrow, ready to kill.“Hello there!”We both jump to our feet at the
singsong voice of a woman who is rounding the reception desk, heading straight for us.“Hi! I’m
Maureen. You must be Tammi Wright. And you, Kareem Murphy?”“Yeah,” we say in unison and
I hate myself for loving the way we sound together.Get it out of your head, girl! There is no
“we.” We is gone, dead. Forever.She shakes both our hands then sighs. “Well, hate to say this,
but I wish we were meeting on better terms.”“What do you mean?” we both ask, and I hold in a
groan.“This is pretty embarrassing. There’s been a small clerical error. It appears an offer letter
for the internship was sent to both of you. But, unfortunately, we only have the budget to cover
one opening.”My stomach tenses, jaw tightens.Kareem crosses his arms, brows making a
deep V. “So what does that mean?”She visibly gulps. “Only one of you got the position.”Kareem
and I share a glance, then click, the room goes black.Just like that.One minute I’m staring up
into those beautiful brown eyes I’ve missed, and the next . . . nothing. Not a smooth FADE TO
BLACK, DISSOLVE, or CUT TO. The movie just ends.Confused, I reel back as voices rise out
of the shadows.“What the hell!”“What’s happening?”“Everyone stay calm!”In the rise of panic,
there are footsteps and screeching chairs. Maybe someone hit a light switch by accident, but
they would’ve turned it back on by now. Something’s wrong. Where’s Kareem?“Hey! What’s
going on?” I shout, waving my hands in front of me, eyes trying to adjust to the dark.
Something bumps into me hard and I shriek.“Tammi?” His voice sounds far away, mixed in the
chaos.“Kareem,” I want to yell back, but the name is stuck in my throat.Phone flashlights ignite,
like a scattering of spotlights. Then there’s another click. Lights, but not as bright as before.
Emergency lights, one every ten feet or so, leaving most of the office still in darkness. Across
the waiting area, Kareem spins around, locking eyes on me, and I’m not entirely sure, but I
could’ve sworn he looked almost relieved. Office doors open; dim daylight seeps in from a few
narrow windows facing a brick building.After five minutes of scrambling, Maureen shouts,
“Everyone, we’re evacuating!”“Are you sure?” the receptionist asks.“Old building. Not sure how
long the generator will hold up. Everyone outside! Use your flashlights and take the
stairs.”Kareem and I say nothing as we follow the crowd out the door and down the hall toward
a bright red exit sign.There are more people in the stairwell, the whole building taking the same
route. My heart starts to hammer.Maybe it’s some type of fire drill or someone burned their



lunch.Outside, the streets are crowded with people pouring out of every building. They cover
the sidewalks, all on their phones in collective confusion. In the mix of heat, humidity, panicky
voices, and blinding sunlight, my breath catches. Something’s happening.“What’s going on?” I
ask a man on the corner near the train station. “Are we . . . being attacked or something?”Even
asking the question makes me want to vomit.“Some type of power outage,” the man says,
scrolling through his phone. “Affecting the whole city.”“What? The whole city?” Kareem asks.
Didn’t even notice him still behind me.I fish out my phone and call Mom. She answers on the
second ring.“Are you okay?” she asks, and I can hear my older brother and sister arguing in
the background.“Yeah. I’m fine. The power is out here.”“Yeah, here too. Where are you?”“I’m
outside the Apollo . . . with Kareem.”She gasps. “He’s there . . . with you?”“Yeah. I’ll, uh, explain
later.”“Wowwww. Okay. Come home as soon as you can.”“I will. See you soon.”“Be safe,
Tammi.”I text my dad and let him know I’m okay. His tour bus is probably stuck in traffic
somewhere now. And no idea where my little brother, Tremaine, is. Probably somewhere
snapping pictures. At least I know he can take care of himself. More people pile into the street.
My family is safe, but am I? Doesn’t look like anyone has a clue what’s going on or why the
power’s out. The city could be under attack and no one would even know it!“Hey,” Kareem says.
I almost forgot he was standing next to me. “Uh, can I see your phone?”“Why?” I snap.“Mine’s
almost dead and I need to call my moms.”I slap the phone in his hand. “Go ahead.”He shakes
his head and dials a number. He really didn’t have to. His mom is still saved in my
contacts.“Nah, Ma. It’s me,” he says. “Yeah. Yeah, long story. Anyway, power out there? It is?
Damn, here too. Okay, I’m on my way. Yeah, I know, Imma try. Aight? See you soon.”He clicks
off and hands the phone back. “Thanks for sparing your free minutes.”I want to knock the
sarcasm out his mouth until I spot Maureen.“Oh, hey! Ms. Maureen!” We push through the
crowd in her direction as she stands by the curb.“Guys, sorry, now’s not a good time; I’m taking
a head count,” she says without looking at us. “You two should go home. We don’t know how
long this is going to last. Come back on Monday, okay?”“But,” I start, “you never told us who got
the position. Which one of us should come back?”“This really isn’t a good time,” she says,
flustered. “I’m sorry, but right now, I have to make sure everyone is accounted for. It’s protocol.
Once the power is back up, I’ll let you two know, okay? Get home safe!”She walks off quick
before I have time to stop her.“I can’t believe this,” I say, throwing my hands up. “We have to
wait the entire weekend?”“Think we got bigger things to worry about,” Kareem says, holding out
his hand. “Lemme see your phone again.”“For what now?”“Yo, we in middle of an emergency
and you being this difficult?”“Ugh! Fine! Just don’t use up all the power.”He checks his phone to
look up a number before dialing. “Aye yo, Twig, what’s good, fam? Nah, calling on my . . .
friend’s phone. My phone straight up dead, T.”Twig is one of our neighbors from the block. Tall,
thin, and gangly like a baby tree. Why was he calling him? What was so important he’d waste
battery life for?“Yeah, the power is out all over the damn city. It’s crazy,” he says. “But what’s
good for tonight? Yeah? You for real? Aight, bet. See you soon.”He hands back my phone and
digs out his wallet. “How much money you got?”“Why?”He huffs, waving at the station ahead.
“’Cause if there’s no power, it means there’s no trains either. We need to get a cab.”Damn, he’s
right. The trains will be down, and I definitely don’t want to be caught in them tunnels in the
dark.He counts the cash in his wallet. “I got twenty. You?”I only have five dollars.“That ain’t
gonna be enough to get us back home,” he says. “With the stoplights out, we’d be lucky if this
gets us ten blocks.”“Um, there’s a bank across the street,” I offer. “I can use my debit
card.”“Power out means ATMs are out too.”“Shit,” I mumble. “What do we do?”I don’t know why I
asked him. Probably because there’s no one else around and I’m trying to keep calm despite
the growing panic in my chest.He looks up at the street sign and takes a deep breath. “Aight.



Let’s do this.”He starts walking away and I follow.“Where are you going?”“Home. Where
else?”“But how?”He shrugs. “Walk.”“Walk! From here?”“You got any better ideas?”“That’s, like,
mad far! It’ll take you days.”He scowls. “Quit playing. Ain’t like we in the Bronx.”I look up at the
street sign. He wants to walk from 125th Street back to Brooklyn? We might as well be in the
Bronx.“Welp,” I say with a wave. “Later, then.”“What you mean? You coming with me.”“Pssh!
The hell I am!”“Look, we don’t know how long this thing is going to last, but I’m not waiting to
find out. It’s after five thirty. I ain’t trying to get caught out here after dark. You ain’t got no
money, the ride apps are surging, and I ain’t got no phone. So we gonna have to stick together
’til we make it home. Then you can go back to hating me or whatever.”Hey, I never said I hated
him! Well, out loud.Glancing around, I weigh my options. Maybe the power won’t be out for that
long. Maybe it’ll just be a few more minutes, two hours tops. But what if he’s right? What if it
takes all night to fix and we’re stuck here?“We’ll take Frederick Douglass down to Central Park
West,” he says.MTA workers tape off the station entrance. Wonder how many people are stuck
down there in the dark . . . with the rats? Just the thought makes my hands tremble. But there
are worse things . . . one in particular that I’m desperate to avoid.“You coming or nah?” Kareem
snaps.I sigh at the setting sun and take the first step in his direction.Mask OffNic StoneA
subway car, 5:26 p.m.TREMAINE WRIGHT ISN’T a fan of enclosed spaces. A fact that I,
Jacorey “JJ” Harding, Jr., only know because six years ago in sixth grade, a group of my goon-
ass friends chased Tremaine through the boys’ locker room and shoved him into the tiny
custodian’s closet.So dude’s in there and he’s pounding and shouting, “Let me out, man! This
ain’t funny!” And while I wasn’t one of the fools standing against the door to hold him in, I knew
my half-assed “Come on, y’all. Let the mans out,” didn’t have enough gas for them to take me
seriously. . . . Not my proudest moment, but it’s whatever.The bell rang, and we all jetted.I
wouldn’t have thought anything of it if Tremaine had showed up a few minutes late to our next
class like I expected him to. No harm, no foul, my young (dumb) self thought.But he
didn’t.Clock ticked on. Tremaine’s seat stayed empty. And I remember looking around the room
in a daze, like, wondering if anybody else noticed that homie’s tardy had morphed into a
straight-up absence. Which is when I started getting nervous. What if something happened to
him? What if, worse (in my twelve-year-old mind at least), he snitched on the group and
included me as a culprit? Probably my guilty conscience yacking at me for not actually being
helpful to the dude, but your boy was shook, is what I’m saying. I could feel the sweat beading
up at my hairline and dripping down my sides from what would soon be funky armpits. What if I
got in trouble? If I did, my pops wouldn’t let me hoop. He’d said as much at the beginning of the
school year.Halfway through the class period, I couldn’t take it no more. Asked to be excused
to the bathroom. Took everything in me not to run back to the locker room. Walking past the
toilet stalls and the showers to that custodial closet was like the longest, scariest fifteen
seconds of my young life, swear to God. Wasn’t a single sound coming from the other side of
the door. Which to my horror-movie-loving ass meant he was (1) gone and probably telling on
us at that very moment, or (2) gone and not coming back . . . aka dead. As a doornail, or
whatever they say.I’m the one who screamed when I pulled the door open and found him sitting
between a tower of giant toilet paper rolls and one of those big yellow rolling mop buckets—full
of water the color of gargoyle snot.Craziest part? He didn’t even look up. Just kept staring
straight ahead into what must have been some sorta great beyond abyss or
something.“Uhhh . . . Tremaine?” I dropped down and put a hand on his shoulder. “Tremaine!”
Gave him a shake. He snapped out of it and turned to me.And that’s when he screamed. And
knocked the TP tower down. Then just sat there breathing mad hard.I peeked over my
shoulder. Scared. “Yo, you good, man?” Great, homie was alive, but getting caught in here



when we were supposed to be in class wasn’t a good look. “We umm . . . kinda need to get
outta this closet . . .”He looked at me in this sorta weird way . . . like confused, but also a little bit
sad with a dash of surprise on top? Hard to describe.Then he nodded. “Don’t really like
enclosed spaces,” he said. Mad flat.“Cool. Let’s exit this one.” I stood and extended a hand. He
took it. Climbed to his feet.He looked around at the scattered toilet paper rolls. “Should we,
uhhh—”“Nah, nah,” I said. “They won’t know it was us. Let’s just go.”He nodded, and we left the
locker room in silence, but as soon as we passed the half-court line in the gym, he said,
“Umm . . . so can we maybe not tell anybody about this?”“Huh?”“The whole . . . claustrophobia
thing. I know your guys like to mess with me or whatever, but I’d prefer if they didn’t have
anything extra to use.”“Oh.” Made sense. “Yeah, of course.” And then that guilt over not doing
more started creeping on me. Making my throat itch. “I’m uhh . . . sorry I didn’t stop them.” (And
at the same time, my ass was hoping he’d never tell anybody I said that. Just terrible.)“I heard
you tell them to leave me alone,” he said. Which shocked the hell outta me, let me tell
you.“Oh.”“Could you have tried harder? Yeah.” He looked at me then. “But at least you came
back to get me.” And he smiled. I swear I could see his whole set of braces. They alternated
blue and green. I quickly looked away because him grinning at me like that made my face feel
kinda hot.Shit was uncomfortable, though I wasn’t exactly sure why.“I do appreciate that part,”
he said.“It’s cool, man. Don’t mention it. I’ll umm . . . I’ll try to be firmer if they bother you
again.”“That’d be nice,” he said.And that was it. We broke apart at the front office since he
needed to scoop a tardy slip, and I continued back to class with the pass I used to leave.Zero
acknowledgment when he finally did enter the classroom—from me or him.I kept my word and
told my guys to lay off. And they did. But between Tremaine and me? Not a word (that he
knows of at least) in the almost six years since that incident.Zero acknowledgment.Right now,
though? On this dark-ass train? Tremaine Wright is the only thing I can see.It’s been a little
over four minutes since all the lights went out and the train slowed to a stop. We’re on the A
headed to Brooklyn. I got on at my regular stop—145th, literally three blocks from our
apartment. Then at the 125th Street stop, the doors slid open, and Tremaine stepped on.My
first thought was What the heck is Tremaine Wright doing in this neighborhood when school is
out? But then I noticed that he’s got his trusty camera with him, so I figured maybe he was
taking pictures or something. Homie’s been on the yearbook staff since eighth grade. Always
got some kinda camera on him.The car we’re on is full but not packed to the brim—seats are
all taken and there’s a smattering of folks standing here and there: lady pushing a stroller;
hipster-lookin’ bearded dude with his bike; trio of girls in ballet clothes who couldn’t be more
than thirteen; pair of guys who I assume are a couple based on how close together they’re
standing.However, despite it not being too jammed, it’s enough people on here for that initial
simultaneous Gasp! when it went dark to make me feel like all the air was being sucked out the
universe.Within seconds, the conductor’s bored-sounding voice crackled over the intercom
talkin’ ’bout “mechanical difficulties.”Held breath quickly turned to a collective huff. Mumbling.
Grumbling. Sucked teeth.And then the cell phone flashlights started coming on.It was eerie as
hell at first, but after a few minutes, once my eyes adjusted, I relaxed a little bit. Enough, even,
to look in Tremaine’s direction.Both of the people beside him and the three folks sitting across
the aisle have their phone lights on, so despite him being in shadow, I can see him pretty
clearly. When he first got on, I tried not to think about whether or not he saw me—so of course
that’s all I could think about—but right now he’s got his head leaned back against one of them
If you see something, say something posters. And his eyes are closed.I’d almost say he looks
mad relaxed, but every few seconds—and yeah, I do watch long enough to notice—he pokes
his lips out like he’s about to whistle. Then his mouth closes again.I look at his chest to see if I



can tell when it’s rising, and as I do, I’m thrown back to a moment I must’ve stuffed deep down
somewhere nobody could ever find it—myself included:Starts with me. Last year. I was the only
sophomore to start varsity, an honor I wore around like an invisible S on my chest. Couldn’t tell
me nothin’. That is until game four when I went in for a smoooooth lay-up, got fouled, and came
down real funky on my right ankle. Major sprain. Never felt pain like that in my life.I’m sitting on
the ground, eyes squeezed shut, hugging my knee to my chest. Scared out my skull, but not
wanting to let it show, because according to every coach I’ve ever had, Real men never show
fear. Trainer is talking all calm: “Breathe in through the nose . . . mmhmm, that’s it. Now purse
your lips, and out through the mouth. You got it.” Then when she gave the word, a couple of the
senior guys came over to help me up so I could hop my deflated-ego-havin’ ass to the locker
room. When I was on my feet, I happened to look into the crowd. And who did I lock eyes with?
Tremaine Wright.He was standing in the bleachers, a few rows up from the floor. Bulky camera
in hand. Just staring at me. All . . . concerned.Intercom crackles on the train: “All right, folks,
word from up top is city’s experiencing a blackout. Not a whole lot we can do ’cause all the
signals are down. So sit tight, and I’ll update you as soon as I know something.”Another round
of mumbling. Grumbling. Sucked teeth.Settling in.Except for Tremaine. Homie’s chest is
definitely expanding and contracting real heavy right now. Taking deep breaths, I assume.And
his leg is bouncing like crazy. Like a video game controller during a mad intense round of Call
of Duty. Not sure I realized a leg could bounce that fast.My eyes drop to his foot—without my
express permission, mind you—and when I see his utterly pristine white-on-white-on-white
Jordan Retro 1s (so pristine, they practically glow on this dark-ass train), I look away.Quick
inventory: The two dudes are now sitting on the floor looking at something on one of their
phones with heads literally together (gotta be a couple). Trio of dancer kids are huddled in a
clump, looking like they wish their parents were here. Bike dude has turned his headlight thing
on and aimed it at the ceiling. Looks real proud of himself for having the idea.The baby in the
stroller starts crying at the opposite end of the train, and my head turns (even though nobody
else’s does—#NewYork). The moms has her cell phone lying flashlight-up on the top of the
stroller, so I can see her swoop down and scoop up the little homie. Then quick as a flash,
she’s got a boob out, and the kid is getting its grub on.It makes me smile. At least one person
on this joint won’t have a growling stomach. And real talk, I admire this mom for not covering
herself up or whatever. Like fine, it’s dark as hell and nobody can really see anything, but still. I
personally don’t think a moms should have to cover the baby when he’s—or she’s, or . . . they’re
—eating.Not that I would say that shit out loud.I shake my head.Of all the times for there to be
a blackout. Not only am I stuck inside this damn tin can with Tremaine for the foreseeable
future, tonight was supposed to be a fresh start. End of basketball season was rough—lost my
mojo for a minute—but ya boy was on fire during this whole first week of summer training
camp.Teammates been gassing me up. I’m feeling like a new me. And more than that,
Langston’s cousin—Tasha’s her name and she’s visiting from down south somewhere—saw a
picture of me with Lang and apparently took a liking. I’m typically not one to entertain even the
idea of interacting with the family member of a teammate beyond a certain level (read: saying
whassup if I see them in the hallway). But Lang is the one who told me she was feelin’ me. And
she’s gorgeous.So.When I got that DM asking if I’d come kick it with her at this party in
Brooklyn tonight, I said yes. Told said teammate I’d come through and help him pick his ’fit and
all that, and figured if I left early enough, I could also pop in on my granddad (gotta love living
in Harlem—basically the opposite end of the city from where all the stuff I’m interested in goes
down). It’s why I’m on this train in the first place: New season, new girl, new start. New
me.Well . . . as far as anybody else knows, Old me. Ball me: JJ “Jump-Jump” Harding. (And



though the “JJ” is technically for “Jacorey Jr.,” it works real nice, don’t it?)Would I ever tell
anybody I’m not really feelin’ the hoop life no more? That where basketball used to be the light
of my path/my reason for being/the only thing I looked forward to, it’s just kind of . . . a thing
now? Maybe even a slightly tedious one?No sooner than I’d tell ’em I think women should be
able to nurse without a cloth cover joint making the baby all hot.Speaking of hot, might just be
me, but this train car is starting to feel a tad toasty.Now I take a deep breath. Sneak another
peek at Tremaine. His eyes are still closed, and his hardcore deliberate breathing is still
evident, but both of his legs are going now. Alternating like a pair of sticks in the thick of a
drumroll. I kinda wanna check on him, but after what happened a couple months ago . . . man, I
don’t know.My guess is he was headed to the same party as me. The DJ is his older sister’s ex-
boyfriend after all, and I’ve heard Tremaine takes all the “in-action” pics for homie’s website and
gets paid pretty well to do so. (I mean, why else would someone follow a sibling’s ex around
with a camera?)I peek back at them white-on-white-on-white J’s before shutting my own eyes
and letting my head fall back against the rail map behind me. Honestly feels like self-
desecration considering the fresh cut I got this afternoon. Tempted to hold my own cell phone
flashlight up and aim it at my head so people can at least see the wonders my barber works.
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L. Lain, “Loved it - Will read it again to digest all the lessons!!. I'm not from New York.
Midwesterner here. And I'd love to read books about young people not from New York just
because I don't always relate to apartments and the closeness and interconnectedness that
New Yorkers seem to exude. I love the diversity that is shown even among the diaspora. But I
really ended up loving the stories and the interactions. It also showed me that that though I am
accepting of alternative lifestyles and people, I need to be more sensitive because those
stories were a little uncomfortable for me. So not only were the stories good, they taught me
some lessons. With that said, I loved the diverse points of view and the love that each story
showed. I loved the lessons. I loved the visuals. Just lovely. Kudos to all of the authors”

Mrs. Webber, “All the feels. Man the romance/love is this book was the kind that makes you
remember when you got butterflies. JJ and T are my favorite I ship them so hard. This was just
the read I needed to get my spark back!!”

Antoinette, “Black Love!. Black love!! I enjoy short stories, but I love them even more when
they are all connected. I believe having an event that all the characters are working their way to
was a great way to weave the stories together. The six stories in Blackout showed so many
different types of love and all the emotions that come along with it. From listening to old stories
of love, discovering new love, being reunited with love to confessing love, the point of view of
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teens being stuck in a New York City black out showed what can happen when the world slows
down. Can't wait for my students to read these amazing stories!”

Teach96, “Absolutely perfect!. This novel is just delightful and exactly what I needed to read! I
read the whole thing in one night and wished for more (though it had a satisfying conclusion).
The authors of these intersecting stories are some of the best YA authors, and they do not
disappoint. Each story arc can stand on its own; however, the characters all relate to one
another in some way and all events happen on the same night during a citywide blackout in
present day New York City. Thank you to NetGalley for the ARC-I hope there are more
collaborations like this in the future!”

J. Margeson, “Worth a read, a listen to and a reread!!. I love just about everything these
authors put out on paper and of course Blackout was no exception. I love how all the stories
and characters are interconnected, and I learned a little about past NYC blackouts too. Plus, as
they write in their acknowledgments - Black girls find love too. This collection definitely is worth
a reread!! Thanks to #netgalley for the opportunity to preview #Blackout. I loved it!”

Carrie Sorensen, “Instant Re-read favorite. This has become an instant re-read favorite for me.
I enjoyed each of the stories throughout the novel. I had originally thought this was a book of
standard short stories, but quickly found out it's a timeline set up where one story is spaced
along with other full stories intermixed.Each of the couples is looking for love in this book, but it
isn't always as it seems. New relationships, changed relationships, taking a break to find
oneself, these are the themes that run throughout this amazing collection of stories.”

Michelle Lopez, “What a ride!!!. This is one of my favorite 2021 reads. It was an absolute joy
and just what I needed during a rough week. All the characters were so great and real, but I
couldn’t get enough of Tammi. Cried on the story “All the great love stories… and dust” and
“The Long walk: Act 5” (actually sobbing on this last one). Thank you to the authors for such a
beautiful work of art. Hope to read more love stories like these ones.”

Georgina Power, “Great Diverse Read. I loved this collection of short stories by a selection of
amazing authors, I was highly anticipating this book for a long time and it did not disappoint,
there are a number of tropes in this book and the diversity is fantastic too! Plus I love the fact
that all the stories entwined and characters from individuals stories knew each other, and the
little round up in Seymour and Grace was wonderful!The Long Walk by Tiffany D JacksonThis
story features an ex to lovers trope, and this was my favourite in the collection, I loved the way
this story was staggered throughout the book too, it was always a short intermission between
the other stories, and I adored this one!Mask Off by Nic StoneThis short story features two
former friends who explore the possibility of a relationship after they begin opening up to one
another. I found that this story had the most to take away from it as a lot of topics were
explored from toxic masculinity, public breastfeeding, homosexuality and stereotypes
surrounding this in school and sports, I really liked this story, and I found Nic Stones writing
amazing again!Made To Fit by Ashley WoodfolkSo this story has the instalove trope which is
one of my least favourite tropes it just feels so unbelievable, however the author has carried it
well in this story, plus I love the fact it was more of a set up from the main characters grandad, I
thought that was a great touch, I really liked this sorry more than I thought I would!All The
Great Love Stories..and Dust by Dhonielle ClaytonI love the fact that Dhonielle had the
amazing idea to create this book and compile these stories, however this short story is my



least favourite, it didn't flow as well as the others in my opinion. This story centres two friends
who have grown up together admitting their feelings for one another, and it was a lovely little
read, it just didn't have the flow the others did.No Sleep Till Brooklyn by Angie ThomasThis
book centres a good old love triangle and it was a different kind of read from Angie Thomas,
who admitted she doesn't really write love stories, but this one was pretty awesome. Plus I love
the ending and the feeling of empowerment that the author is giving away in this story, it's
completely different to what I was expecting but I loved it all the same!Seymour and Grace by
Nicola YoonThis story features the chance meet trope, in which Seymour and Grace happen
upon in each other when Seymour is Grace's Ryde driver. I really like the conversation the two
characters had and I loved the way Grace was made to question herself, another great
read.On average 3.3 ”

Unknown, “OH MY GOD. Holy moly this was a good book. A feel good. If you are on the edge
then definitely go for it, you will not regret. Some chapters are really long but keep reading, it is
good. So good”

Kerstin, “Short stories from a bunch of great authors working together. Short stories interwoven
with each other about common theme of love and to date relationships covering LGBT+”

Sukanya, “Smoothing stories. Some stories are better told in the dark. Not just the scary ones
where someone gets chased through the woods. Or the whodunits where a bunch of suspects
are trapped in a house. But even love stories can glow when lights go out.I agree with this lines
because I had many happy little things when the lights went outØ>ÝpSoo smoothing love stories that
glow, when the lights go out. It's seems like a tiny weenie situations happening through the
blackout between 6 different stories of black teens love which are well interconnected, but
that's more to love this book. A book filled with fluffy romances, sassy friendship, LGBTQ+ and
family but with a lesser black representation. Definitely, I recommend this book to all. I JUST
freaking love this book with my whole heart. I just wished the blackout never to end. Haha.”

The book by Dhonielle Clayton has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 700 people have provided feedback.
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